
CHAPTER.V 

CONCLUSION 

As the conclusion of this study, the writer would 

like to summarize everything discussed in the previous 

chapters. Then she would like to give some suggestions 

on how to overcome the problems found in this study. 

5.1. Summary 

Based on the writer's experience on the teaching 

practice program at Santa Agnes Catholic Senior High 

School Surabaya, she found 

students' test papers of 

many mistakes in the 

Conditional Sentences. 

Therefore, she became interested in making a study on 

errors in the Conditional Sentences. As the samples, the 

writer chose. the fourth semester students of Santo 

Stanislaus Catholic Sen1or High School Surabaya 

belonging to the 1989 - 1990 school year. The purpose of 

this study is to see what kinds of errors the fourth 

semester students of Santo Stanislaus Catholic Senior 

High School made in using the conditional sentences, and 

what the causes of these errors are. 
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This study uses the theory of Error Analysis to 

obtain the data and to analyze the students' errors. For 

the classification of errors, the writer uses Richards' 

classification; 

errors. These 

namely: intralingual and 

classification of errors 

learner's competence at a particular 

developmental 

reflect the 

stage and 

illustrate some of the general characteristics of 

language acquisition, and they do not reflect the 

learner's inability to separate two languages, in this 

case interlingual errors. 

By administering the test on conditional 

sentences twice, the try-out and the real test, the 

writer got the data needed. Then, from the results of 

the real test, she noted down the errors encountered, 

classified those errors according to their types, and 

put them in a rank order. 

The errors made by the students can be classified 

into: 

a. Over-generalization 

b. Ignorance of rule restrictions 

c. Incomplete application of rules 

d. False concepts hypothesized 

Among those errors, the mostly found error that 

the students made is over-generalization (= 39.23%), the 

second is incomplete application of rules (= 33.10%), 
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ignorance of rule restrictions is the third (= 27.01%), 

and the least error is false concepts hypothesized 

<= 0.66%). 

5.2. Suggestions 

After the writer knew the types of errors the 

students made on conditional sentences, the writer would 

like to give some suggestions on how to overcome those 

errors. 

1. For the students who have difficulties in the 

mostly found errors, ~hat is over-generalization, 

the writer suggests that: 

a. This time, the teacher should teach the 

6onditional sentences separately, beginning from 

the easiest type (the first conditional 

sentences) up to the most difficult one (the 

third conditional sentences). 

b. After teaching each type of 

sentences, the teacher should 

conditional 

also give 

exercises on each type of conditional sentences, 

so that the students have time to memorize and 

practice the rules of each conditional sentences 

taught. 
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2. For the students who have difficulties in the 

second type of that is incomplete 

application of rules, the writer suggests that: 

a. Teacher should give much more exercises on 

conditional sentences taught, so that the 

students can practice more often using the rules 

of conditional sentences. 

b. Teacher should also vary the exercises given, so 

that the students can escape boredom. 

c. If the time does not allow the teacher to 

give more exercises to 

teacher should give 

assignments' on conditional 

the students, the 

'Co-Curricular 

sentences to them. 

This situation helps teacher to continue to the 

next materials, while the students also get 

more exercises on conditional sentences. 

3. For the students who have difficulties in the third 

types of errors, that is ignorance of rule 

restrictions, the writer suggests that: 

a. Teacher should teach the conditional sentences 

one by one and more slowly this time, so that 

the students can comprehend the materials taught 

well. 

b. Teacher should also give the students 

'Post-Test' after teaching each type of the 

conditional sentences, so that the teacher can 
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know whether the students have understood and 

comprehended the materials taught or not. 

c. If the students have not understood and 

comprehended 

ask the 

the materials, the 

students to take 

teacher should 

part in the 

'Extra-Curricular of English subject'. 

4. For the students who have difficulties in the least 

errors, that is false concepts hypothesized, the 

writer suggests that: 

a. Teacher should give more understanding to the 

students that 'The Present Tense· must not be 

used with "to-be Present" and 'The Past Tense' 

must not be used with 'to-be Past'. 

b. Teacher should also give the students more 

exercises on the first and second type of 

conditional sentences, so that the students will 

get used to the pa~terns of those conditional 

sentences. 

Finally, since this study is a case study, the 

writer of this study does rtot intend to claim that the· 

findings of this study - i e. the errors in using the 

conditional sentences made by the fourth semester 

students of Santo Stanislaus Catholic Senior High School 

Surabaya are typical to the students of all senior 

high schools in Indonesia. 
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